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across the nightingale floor is the first of lian hearn’s tales of the otori trilogy first published in 2002 plot edit across the nightingale floor is set in a fictional world based on japan during the sengoku period and follows the story of a sixteen year old boy named tomasu and fifteen year old girl named kaede
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the debut novel of lian hearn’s tales of the otori series across the nightingale floor is set in a feudal japan on the edge of the imagination the tale begins with young takeo a member of a subversive and persecuted religious group who returns home to find his village in flames
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a tour de force novel set in ancient japan filled with passion fantasy and feuding warlords the first volume in the highly anticipated tales of the otori trilogy sixteen year old takeo's village has been massacred by an evil warlord and he is about to be slain by the men who murdered his parents and neighbors
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and with this knowledge he embarks on a journey that will lead him across the famed nightingale floor and to his own unimaginable destiny an international bestseller across the nightingale floor is the first book in the tales of the otori series by lian hearn
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kevin gray narrator aiko nakasone narrator lian hearn author 4 5 1 952 ratings see all formats and editions a tour de force novel set in ancient japan filled with passion fantasy and feuding warlords the first volume in the highly anticipated tales of the otori trilogy
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game story in 1930 a young eastern woman was brutally murdered on a train her soul is now filled with resentment and anger which has transformed her into a powerful demon who now wanders the earth looking for revenge there is only one way to subdue her anger find the murderer and bring their soul to the 18 floor
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